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HOUSTON (ICIS)--One of the long-term trends that has driven 
chemical mergers and acquisitions (M&A) has been persistently 
slow growth.

With growth at such a sluggish pace, chemical companies have 
relied on deal-making to achieve growth through synergies.

President Trump could change that, according to stock markets. 
The expectation of lower taxes, regulatory reform and infrastructure 
spending has caused the three major stock indices in the US to 
reach record highs.

“Clearly, what looks promising is the focus on regulatory reform,” 
said Pam Schlosser, US chemicals leader for PwC.

Corporate-tax reform could provide another boost since it would 
encourage companies to bring back cash and earnings that are 
stranded overseas.

The third element is infrastructure spending, one of Trump’s 
campaign pledges. Infrastructure projects would increase demand 
for coatings as well as specialty chemicals, Schlosser said.

However, his policies on trade could hurt chemical companies that 
have overseas sales, she said.

Trump has spoken in favour of tariffs and other potentially restrictive 
trade policies. In fact, one of his first orders as president was to 
remove the US from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).

Trump also wants to renegotiate the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA), which includes Canada and Mexico.

Excluding pharmaceuticals, the US has trade surplus in chemicals, 
and this could grow even larger once companies start-up new poly-
ethylene (PE) plants, as shown in the table below.

Any fall-off in chemical trade could allow slow growth to persist in 
the US chemical industry.

In fact, the new president’s policies on trade are more problematic 
for chemicals then some of his proposals on reform, according to a 
report by Strategy&, the global strategy consulting arm of PwC.

“The new administration is likely to embrace policies that are  
antithetical to free trade and globalisation,” PwC said in a report.

Another threat looming is the further strengthening of the US dollar.

Schlosser did not discuss any specific companies, per PwC policy.
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Company Capacity Location Start-up

Braskem NA Texas started

NOVA Chemical 454,000 Alberta started

Sasol/INEOS 470,000 tonnes Texas early 2017

ExxonMobil 1.3m tonnes Texas H2 2017

Chevron Phillips 1m tonnes Texas 2017

Dow Chemical NA Texas 2017

Sasol 470,000 Louisiana 2018

Sasol 420,000 Louisiana 2018

Shell 1.6m tonnes Pennsylvania early 2020s

LyondellBasell 500,000 Texas 2019

Formosa Plastics 567,000 tonnes Texas NA

Formosa Plastics 525,000 tonnes Texas NA



However, companies have raised concerns about the stronger 
dollar in earnings statements and during conference calls. These 
companies include adhesives producer HB Fuller, compounder A 
Schulman and chemical major DuPont.

A stronger US dollar can hurt chemical companies by making 
their exports less competitive. Companies could receive another 
hit when they repatriate the proceeds of foreign sales into 
domestic dollars.

A stronger dollar could also fuel inflation in other parts of the 
world, Schlosser said.

Meanwhile, challenges remain in other parts of the world, which 
could prolong the slow-growth environment for the chemical 
industry.

In Europe, monetary easing has not caused any significant 
growth in demand for chemicals, PwC’s Strategy& said in the 
report. The UK’s Brexit vote to leave the EU has clouded that 
country’s economic outlook.

In France, Italy and Germany, protectionism could make inroads 
during key elections, the report said. Meanwhile, the Middle East 
is still reeling from low oil prices

While Asia remains a bright spot, China is shifting its economy 
from relying on exports to relying on domestic consumption, 
the report said. Overcapacity has squeezed margins for many 
chemicals.

While China’s GDP should still grow by 6%, it marks a significant 
drop from earlier years of double-digit expansion, the report said.

In all, if organic growth remains challenging, chemical compa-
nies should continue to rely on M&A to achieve growth by 
achieving synergies.

Schlosser said volumes would still remain high, but there would 
be fewer mega-deals. The industry has already had several large 
deals. As a result, the pace should slow, since there are fewer big 
acquisition targets remaining.

Valuations have reached high levels, so financial investors may 
remain on the sidelines instead of pursuing deals, Schlosser said.

“If the valuations are high today, and the growth isn’t there, their 
models don’t really help them,” Schlosser said.

Private equity and other financial buyers could resume making 
deals if the mega-deals are closed, she added. These mega-deals 
will be followed by divestments, either to make portfolios more 
coherent or to comply with anti-trust regulators.

Outside of deal-making, chemical companies have other tools 
they can use to achieve growth in a slow-growth environment.

The Strategy& report stressed what it called pricing excellence. 
This involves basing prices and transaction rules on production 
and sales costs. Once these are established, the company would 
continue monitoring and adjusting prices, depending on the result 
they produce.

Such a strategy is not easy, the report said. It requires competi-
tive intelligence, strong customer segmentation and sufficient IT 
infrastructure. But if successful, such initiatives can increase a 
company’s earnings.

Another way to increase growth is through digitisation, the report 
said. This can improve operations and cut costs.

Digitisation can also help chemical companies determine how 
their products are integrated into customers’ operations, the report 
said. Armed with this knowledge, the chemical company can 
improve its products.
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